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ELTIM high-end  Preamplifier modules 

                                                                                                                                           updated June 12th, 2020   

PRE-330 (+) 6 inputs / 2 outputs preamplifier module 
  

With this PRE-330 module we reach out to those who want to build a mid-sized, high quality, no-

nonsense (analogue) preamplifier. Despite the basic design, we built in some nice options, like 

possible uP controlled volume- and input select. Making it simple or state of the art is your choice.  
 

It can be used as a so called passive Preamplifier, basically being a volume potentiometer with 

relay in/output switching. By choice you can make it an active preamplifier without modifications 

on the PCB. Just add one of our VCA modules or your own electronics.  
 

This module exactly fits in the nice, basic and cost effective MODU Galaxy 330mm wide cabinets.  
  
Introduction 
The Pre 330 module is our approach of building a  mid-sized preamplifier setup. It covers the complete MODU 

Galaxy 330mm wide cabinet range and even just fits in the 170mm deep versions. Also wider cabinets like the 

MODU Slimline fit. As with most of our designs there is hardly any wiring required to make it functioning. 
We made it a double sided board in order to be able to keep the audio tracks as short and as wide as possible.  

We do this designing manually (for 40 years now) by the way, in order to make our PCB’s as logic as possible 

with shortest possible leads and logical components positions. With a lot of unused copper we could make 

the top ground plain signal ground and bottom ground plane power ground. It is a high quality FR4+ board. 

The PCB only has an INPUT-, OUTPUT- and Power supply bus structure and mounts Power Supply parts, 

switching relays and RCA- and interfacing connectors. With this, it will function as a passive preamp.  

 

 
  

The basic meaning of a preamplifier, controlling the gain/volume can be done in two ways: 

 With a stereo logarithmic potentiometer (ALPS carbon exactly fits) as a passive preamplifier. 

 With our gain controlling  VCA modules, making it an active preamplifier. 

 On that location you also could mount your own active electronics. 

With our modular concept you can decide yourself how it’s functioning. 
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This module provides the following connectivity:  

• 6 stereo RCA input connector pairs on board, IN 2 is MM/MC input in the  +  version.  

• 1 stereo RCA output connector pair on board, OUT 1, volume controlled.  
• 1 stereo RCA output connector pair on board, selectable as OUT 2 or RECORD out.  

• You can mount several types of in/out connectors: 
- Cost effective PCB connector pairs (RJ152G) or  

- About any type of chassis mounted connectors or 

- use of our buffer modules with high quality electronics and RCA/XLR connectors.  
• In-/Output switching flat cable connector on board, accepting 8-bit logic signals. V+/V-/Vr present.  

• Instead, you can mount a front panel board directly. Then no wiring required at all.   

• Headers for mounting of one of our VCA modules or your own volume control electronics.  
• Header for mounting our VR3-10 Voltage Regulator board for regulating the Supply Voltage to +/-10V.  

• 230V mains input, immediately followed by a classy Schurter RF-filter (0,6A) circuit.   
• Power switch and external electronics 230V switched connections, f.e. for an integrated Power Amp. 

• Unregulated +/- 12V supply connections for extra electronics like a uP system, headphone amp, etc. 

• 12V on/off remote relay switching supply for powering Power amplifier just by Pre power switch. 
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Signal buses 

We made the many connections in a shortest possible way by means of signal buses, being two. 

- Input bus, coming from all input select relays, leading to the “hot” connection of the volume potentiometer  

   and VCA connector. 
- Output bus, coming from the “runner” tab of the volume potentiometer and the VCA connector and leading  

   to both output relays. 

Both buses are relatively thick, shortest possible PCB tracks, separated by ground connected tracks. 
Since we use a double sided (FR4+) board, channel separation and ground surface is also significant. 

Due to this PCB design the frequency range of this board is way over 500kHz actually. 
 

Input select switching 
We did the selection of inputs different compared to about everybody else, by using the shortest possible 

signal bus structure: about straight paths under the input select relays (silver plated contacts) where all inputs 

come together in a bus structure, where always just one of the relays connects an input to this signal bus. This 

input signal bus leads in the shortest possible way to the potentiometer at the front and in a shorter way to 

our VCA-module. 
While inactive, the non-selected inputs are grounded by 22kΩ loads. So, the connected sources will always see 

some load, whether it’s used or not.  This loading mostly prevents plopping sounds while switching to another 

input. Besides the relay switching of the selected input where no (long) wires are required from the 
connectors to the selector switch, this grounding of unused inputs is a great advantage, especially noticed by 

the absence of crosstalk sounds coming from unselected inputs.  
 

Output 1 select 
The OUT 1 connectors are switched by an identical relay. Normally, while in rest, it connects the OUT 1  

connectors to the output bus, coming from the centre tap of the volume potentiometer and the VCA 

connector. By making D6 a “1”, the OUT 1 goes in mute mode, by grounding the connectors to signal ground.  
 

Output 2 / Record out select 
For the Out 2 connector pair you can decide whether it is connected to the input bus OR the output bus.   

Connected to the output bus as probably mostly done, it works exactly as OUT 1. This is mostly used to feed 

one or more Power Amplifiers, like for Bi-Amping or an active 2-way speaker system. Together with OUT 1 you 

then have two volume controlled stereo outputs, each of them selectable by silver plated relays only. With 

this you also could select (mute) different rooms then if each room has its own Power amplifier. 
With an active relay (D7), output 2 is grounded.  

By connecting it to the Input bus (REC), the volume control is passed. You could use this output for recording 

purposes, mixing or feed a separate volume controlled amplifier f.e. in another room.   
 

By a pair of jumpers between Relay 7 and 8 you can decide the function of OUT 2:   OUT or REC. 

 

Relay activation 

All 8 relay coils (silver plated contacts) are buffered by an ULN2803A 

IC, especially made for this purpose, containing 8x Darlington 

transistors and suppressing diodes over the outputs as required for 

switching inductive loads.  An in/output can be activated by a logic 

“1” (TTL/CMOS) on its control line, f.e. by a selector switch or a uP-
system.  You could decide to switch the relays to ground directly.  

D0-D5 activate the In1-In6 relays, D6 and 7 mute the outputs. 

There is also a header position where you can activate the relays 
directly for another system. 
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Volume control 

In the most basic configuration you connect a stereo logarithmic 

potentiometer directly to the Module for setting the volume. This 
potentiometer then lead the audio signals. Attenuation is about -60 / 0dB.  

While mounted in a 170mm deep MODU cabinet, you could mount it directly 

on the PCB. Use a 10 – 50k logarithmic potentiometer. The well-known, high 
quality ALPS carbon types exactly fit directly on the board. 
 

You could also (even later) decide to use one of our VCA modules. This would transform our PRE-330 from  

a passive preamplifier into an active one. These modules use the highest quality VCA (Voltage Controlled 

Amplifier) IC’s from THAT Corp. setting the gain of the circuits by a dc voltage. 

With one of those VCA-modules you can control the volume in a different way:  
• By a single (or dual + balance) linear potentiometer, leading DC voltage only  

• By some analogue output electronics, providing a voltage between 0 -4,8Vdc  

• By some digital electronics, providing an SPI digital signal, providing 256 up to 4096 steps (0,125dB)   
While using our VCA modules, volume can be controlled way better, in a range of -90 / +12 (some +30)dB. 

The “feel” of the potentiometer is way more natural (full 330º actually) compared to standard use. 

Also, since a regular potentiometer minimum level is around -60dB, you can play at a much lower level too, 
down to -90dB and at a louder level as well, up to +12dB, meant for low level signal sources. 

Of course you can develop your own volume/tone/attenuation/etc. circuit and mount it at the VCA location. 
This could be some kind of “intelligent” electronics as well.  More about our VCA modules later in this doc. 
  
Power Supply  

There is a small unregulated, symmetrical Power Supply on board. In the basic version, we use a regular 5,0VA 

Block PCB transformer. While ordering you can select a 10VA Block or 7VA Talema toroidal transformer.  

Buffer capacitors are 2200uF/25V Panasonic FR, long life (10000 hours), low ESR, high grade types.  

They are paralleled with 100nF MKP4 capacitors, improving the transient response of the pack even more.  

 

 
The unregulated +/-12V voltages are available at the extension screw connector. 
 

The optional regulated V+ and V- are available at all extension header connectors and coming from the 
outputs of an optional mounted VR3-10 voltage regulator module:  

• Midships connector: VR3-10 Voltage Regulator board providing a regulated +/- 10V  to all electronics 

on board (optional). If no VR3 module used, jumper the VR-header! Then V+/V- are 12V ! 
• Left bottom screw connector: for extra electronics like a headphone amplifier, DSP, uP, etc.  

• Centre bottom connector: feeding input select electronics (optional and regulated by VR3 module).  
• Right connector: feeding one of our (optional and reg. by VR3) VCA-modules or your own electronics. 
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With increasing power grid interference signals, we believe a line filter is absolutely 

necessary today in this kind of quality equipment. We mount a high quality PCB 

version, which can handle 0,6A (130W) max., way enough for preamp and small 
integrated applications.   
  
For high power integrated Amplifier solutions the 
current will be too high for the mounted filter and 

you need to bypass it or exchange it by a filtered 

IEC socket like in the left picture. There is enough space to mount a filtered 
IEC socket like this. While using one of those is has to be fused as well, since 

also the internal primary fuse is bypassed then! 

Wiring 
The 230V IEC and RCA connectors fit in the back of the cabinet, only short leads required.  Mounted in a 

170mm deep MODU Slimline or Galaxy 330mm cabinet all fits directly on the PCB. With deeper cabinets 

connect a selector switch and a potentiometer to both front connectors. 
 

At the left bottom there is a 12-pole screw terminal with following connections:  

• Power on/off switch.  

• Switched 230V connection for a Power Amplifier transformer in Integrated applications.  

• +/- 12V unregulated DC voltages for external electronics like a headphone amp, uP system, etc.  

• System voltages V-, V+ and Vr (relay supply).  

• Three GND connections, connected to the IEC centre (Earth) tab with wide tracks.  
  

Front panel switch boards 

We developed some front panel boards where all required connections are made. The input selector and 
corresponding LED’s fit with a choice of LED’s around the selector knob and/or in a bar right next to it. 

The volume potentiometer also fits, where  a regular potentiometer can be connected directly and a 

potentiometer for a VCA unit via some short wires. With the volume control we built in two “gadgets”, both 

only working i.c.w. a VCA module since it requires a 0-5Vdc voltage in order to work:  

- The first is a ring of 10 LED’s around the volume knob. The LED corresponding closest to the volume position  
    lights up. Jumper selectable dot/bar or even dots, changing at 0dB or +10dB to bar as a warning.  

- The other one is probably even nicer: since all our VCA modules provide a Vdc output producing the gain in 

    mV, we can also mount a compact 200mV readout unit which then gives the gain in a digital way in the  

    range of f.e. -90.0 / +12.0dB with one decimal readout. There is also an output available on this front panel 

    board, resulting in a 0.00 – 10.00 readout instead.  
 

 
 

There is many more to tell about these front panel Switch Boards. We made special datasheets for them. 

The first one ready is for a MODU Slimline cabinet in 120mm height, the SB-435/120. 

 

Want to see how it works?  Check our YouTube video. 
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Connectors 
Our RJ152GT are most cost effective and can be mounted on the board directly. With those our PRE-330 even 

fits in a 40mm high MODU Slimline or exactly in a Galaxy 330x170x40mm cabinet. 

You could use any chassis mounted connectors you want OR use our buffering modules.  
The required 5p female headers for connecting these to the PRE-330 are provided with the buffer kits.  
 

MM/MC Phono stage (optional)  
At the right side, we managed to implement a reasonable high quality phono preamplifier based on a Burr-

Brown 2134 audiophile dual opamp (or similar IC). The IC is mounted in a highest quality milled socket, so you 
can exchange the IC with any other pin compatible type. On PRE-330 you even could mount a BURSON dual 

version. In order to use this MM/MC part, the Line jumpers next to the Input 2 relay have to be set in the 

outer positions and the phono amp parts have to be mounted, as standard in the + version already instead.  
The Power lines are decoupled with MKP4-100n.  
 

Since phono cartridges come in a wide variety with similar demands regarding the phono input impedance and 

amplification, we (optional) mount sixteen step (HEX) SMD rotary switches at the bottom of the PCB, settable 
by holes in the bottom plate of a cabinet. You can change the impedance as well as the gain setting, so you 

can connect about all types of Moving Magnet, Moving Iron (f.e. Goldring) or Moving Coil cartridges.  

The standard version comes with a fixed input setting. Mention the cartridge data in the order comment line. 

  

      A pair of rotary switches                                                                              A pair of rotary switches set the  

  set the input impedance:                                                                            input sensitivity (mV @ 1V output):  

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Set the switches in a position coming closest to the demands of your cartridge.  

There are also  positions to mount a small capacitor over the input; some cartridges need this too.  
The standard MKP (5%) capacitors in the RIAA circuit can be replaced by way better and relatively 

“expensive” 1% mica types. This change will improve the sound quality of your MM/MC preamplifier.   
 

Upgrading a Pre 330 board to a Pre 330 + is possible, just  by mounting all the required parts. All values are 

written on the PCB. IN our ready built PRE-330+ modules we mounted the full option parts already. 

Change the jumpers near relay 2 to the outer positions in order to make IN 2 an MM/MC input!  

Step  
Sensitivity 

(mV)  

0  3,00  

1  2,02  

2  1,30  

3  1,07  

4  0,51  

5  0,47  

6  0,42  

7  0,39  

8  0,21  

9  0,21  

A  0,20  

B  0,19  

C  0,16  

D  0,15  

E  0,15  

F  0,14  

Step  
Impedance 

(ohm)  

0  100k  

1  47k  

2  22k  

3  17k  

4  329  

5  328  

6  325  

7  324  

8  100  

9  100  

A  100  

B  99  

C  78  

D  77  

E  76  

F  76  
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Buffering modules (optional) 

In winter 2019 we wondered why we made the in/output ad-on modules that small. No reason for that… 
In January/February 2020 we have redesigned and added all kinds of in/output modules, even higher 

quality phono input compared to the one on the Pre-330+ already. Amplification is then done directly 

after the connectors, so even less hum/noise.  With the extra PCB area we created, we can use larger 
capacitors and f.e. BURSON Opamps instead of regular DIP-8 versions. Easy exchange due to a milled 

gold plated foot.  
 

The idea is that we use optimal optic cabinet sizes (D x H): 
 

 MODU Galaxy 330 or Slimline, 170 x 40mm, no in/out modules possible, just plain Pre-330(+). 

 MODU Galaxy 330 or Slimline, 230 x 80mm, Pre-330(+) and 2U in/out buffer modules. 

 MODU Galaxy 330 or Slimline, 280 x 120mm, Pre-330(+) and 3U in/out buffer modules. 
 

Together with PRE-330 our in/out modules have sizes that exactly match the height and the depth of the 

mentioned cabinet sizes. While using them as recommended, there is about no wiring required. 
 

This Pre-330 preamplifier module and possibly in/out modules exactly fits MODU Galaxy 330mm wide 

cabinets in width. The only difference compared to Slimline cabinets is less space at the front panel and 
no extra floor space; it all will fit exactly within a mm. 
 

While using a Slimline cabinet there is more front panel space for switches, etc. and extra 42mm floor 

space left and right of the Pre-330 module. We have a front panel module providing all connections. 
 

The mechanical construction of Slimline and Galaxy is, except for the width and screws in the Galaxy 
front, identical. 
 

Instead of just connectors, you could use our buffered input/ output modules, improving overall sound quality, 

not only because better connectors are used, but in most cases also because the in/outputs are buffered by 

some fine electronics. These buffers cause a way lower impedance of the internal signal lines, resulting in 

better crosstalk figures, even less interference, etc. and form a constant load to the signal source.  

There is also RF-filtering, so no mobile phone, dect, wifi, bluetooth, etc. interference in our equipment. 
 

We paid special attention to our Phono input stage boards, all better than the (optional) ones on the PRE 

module. We have them both in 2U and 3U sizes: 

 2U Phono input stages with RCA or XLR (semi balanced) inputs and better parts. 

 3U 2-stage Phono input stages with RCA or XLR, imp. And gain settable by potmeters at the back. 

 3U 2-stage Phono input stages with RCA or XLR, impedance and gain settable by potmeters at                

the back. Due to uncommon layout a 0,1% accuracy to RIAA could be achieved. 

This requires quite large and way more expensive capacitors as regular used.  
 

RCA or XLR (balanced and larger Ø) modules have the same connector centre positions due to the use of 

two header connector positions on the PRE-230/330 board. A module with an RCA connector fits in the 

right 5-pole header, the ones with XLR fit in the left one. The centre position of both connectors are at 

the same location then. While using them this way, an RCA can be upgraded to XLR later. Just widen the 

hole from Ø12 to Ø22mm and position the balanced buffer module in the left 5p header.  
 

With the buffer modules we also supply the required female header for mounting it on the PRE-330.  
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Regulated supply voltages (optional) 

You can always upgrade your ELTIM PRE-330 Preamplifier board by adding our VR3-10 symmetrical Voltage 

Regulator board. This will regulate the approx. 15Vdc down to a regulated 10Vdc, which will improve sound.  
This is not only caused by the stable supply voltages, but also due to 

lower impedance of the power lines due the regulators qualities.  

After 40 years of use, the LM317/337 IC’s are still the best, way better 
than the commonly used 7812/7912 IC’s!  

This voltage Regulator board only makes sense if there is any active 
electronics on board.   
 

Over the centre of the board is a 2x 26 pin header connector where 

one of our Voltage Regulator modules could fit. We recommend to use 
our VR3-10, adjusted at +/- 10 Volts. It can handle triple power as the 

transformer could deliver.   

While a VR3 is used, the on board MM/MC preamplifier and a VCA 

module are fed with a regulated +/- 10V supply. This results in a better sound quality.  These regulated 

voltages are also on the flat cable connector then.  

If not mounted, the outer connections of the VR-header have to be shortcut by a jumper. 

While using ± 10V supply voltages, out top class headphone amplifier modules can be connected to the left 

front screw connectors as well. In that case best is to use at least a 7VA transformer type.  

 

VCA controlled volume (optional) 

An optional mounted VCA volume regulating 
module (picture) can be mounted over the 

designated area and fit exactly on the PRE-330 (+) 

board. There are two connectors provided: 

• A 3-pole for V+/V- supply voltages  

             and Pgnd. It’s regulated if a VR-3  

             Voltage Regulator board is mounted.  

• A 10- pole connector where the Input     

             bus and Output bus are connected.  
             Several Sgnd connections here as well.  
 

On the VCA modules themselves there are separated connectors for left and right for controlling it. 

For connecting it we refer to their datasheets as listed in our VCA module catalogue. 
With the measuring gear we bought in fall 2019 we found out that the -3dB points of our VCA modules are not  

the estimated 80kHz as we listed, but even beyond 400kHz, measured from a line input to a line output of the 

Pre-330……. We are not aware of any other preamp doing this, AND in an attenuation range of -90 to +30dB 

instead of a commonly range of -60 to 0dB. The volume controller also gives a much more natural feel and the 

0dB setting is around 3 o’clock instead of mostly 12 o’clock already 
 

Display attenuation readout (option) 

Our VCA modules also give a DC output signal in 1mV /dB.  So, the output 
ranges  -90.0 / +30.0mV.       0dB  =  0mV.  

Just connect a 200mV digital reading module, which will present the correct 

attenuation/gain. A dimmable version is available on our website.  
 

The one as in the picture fits on our front panel PCB, also without wiring.  

On that board is also a 00.0 – 10.0 readout connection available. 
 

The board can be fixed with five M4 bolts in 10mm space from the main board.  
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CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES: 

 

 

 
 

While using MODU Slimline cabinets mounting is the same. There will be 40mm left and right of the Pre-330 to spare. 

Also, the Slimline front panel PCB,s are adapted to the wider size of the front and allow more indicators/switches.  
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Layout examples  

  
ELTIM Pre 330 with 6 Line inputs, 1 Output and 1 Record/Output by RCA (RJ152G) connectors.  

Standard 5VA potted, PCB trafo mounted.   

MM/MC input stage can be added at any time, available as kit.   
RJ152G’s are mounted as example here, but you need to buy them separately!  

 
ELTIM Pre 330+  with 6 inputs, 1 Output and 1 Record/Output2.  

7VA potted toroidal PCB trafo mounted instead of a regular one.   

MM/MC input stage mounted with polyester RIAA caps, connected to Input 2. 

Voltage regulator board VR3-12 and electronic volume control module VCA-2180 mounted. 

As an example some buffer header connectors and some RJ-152G’s are mounted, all not provided.  
 

 Board size: 308 x 168 x 34,6mm, fits exactly in any MODU Galaxy 330mm wide cabinet, even (just) in the 

170mm wide/40mm high versions with 5mm spacers under the PCB and the  use of RJ152G,  

a 5VA transformer or a 7VA toroidal. In higher cabinets also a 10VA Block fits.  

Select the transformer you want in the order process. Buy connectors as well !  
 

While mounted on 10mm distance holders, our front panel Modules just exactly fit as well. 

This will only fit in 80mm or higher MODU Slimline or Galaxy 330mm wide cabinets. 

In that case, also a 10VA Block transformer will fit. 
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These designs are copyrighted by 

ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2020 ©  
PE1LTM  
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INTRODUCTION at X-Fi show 2019 
 

We introduced this preamplifier design on this true premium High-End audio Show in Veldhoven (NL) in the 

last weekend of September 2019. It had all options mounted as listed above: 
 

 
 

 
                       

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Prototype version buffer modules. Now we made deeper ones. 

 

So, in companionship of many setups in the price range from € 3.000,- to 300.000,- it had to prove itself. 

 

           Our preamp was driving our M2280 Monoblocks  

            (VS-20 + CS-40ps), in turn driving speakers from 
 

MC-Systems , 
 

one of our many OEM customers 
 

Both days we had a full house every half hour and even 

people not sitting in the “hot spot” liked the musicality of 

our equipment. Some even stayed after our demo and 

wanted to compliment us personally, thanks people. 

Also thanks to several of our OEM customers and 

competing parties, who paid a short visit.  Nice….. -) 
 

Check our short YouTube explanation where we give a “tour” over the front and internal of our prototype. 

Note that we still use our prototype in/output modules there, which are no longer available. 

We made new ones with larger PCB space where better (and larger) parts fit. 
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